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888 CASINO REVIEW & BONUS CODES 

FOR CANADA – SCAM OR RELIABLE AND 

LEGIT? 
888 Casino is a major brand in the online casino world and really prides itself on being one of the earliest 

companies involved in iGaming. It was before the turn of the millennium, back in 1997, that everything got 

going, and now, over two decades on, the company is thriving. As a matter of fact, the figures involved are 

fairly mind-blowing – on their website, 888 Casino boasts that since those early years “more than 25 million 

members have enjoyed our multi-award winning casino games and promotions.” Now, that’s a lot of players to 

get your head around, but it’s a reassuring figure for anyone with concerns about the legitimacy of this 

company and the reliability of the bonus offers. 

WELCOME BONUS INFO 

Type of bonus 100% first deposit 888 casino bonus up to $200 

Maximum bonus amount $200 

Wagering requirement 30x bonus amount 

888 Casino bonus codes Instead of entering 888 Casino bonus codes for this 
promotion, click “Claim” in your email 

Payments Offers most major payment methods 

Loyalty bonuses Various promotions available for loyal customers. 

 

CASINO HIGHLIGHTS 

 Big brand with huge following 

 Plenty of games to choose from 

 Live casino section 

A QUICK OVERVIEW OF THE 888 CASINO CANADA WELCOME OFFER 

The welcome bonus from 888 Casino Canada is a 100% first deposit bonus that goes up to a maximum value of 

$200. The wagering requirement is that you wager 30 times the bonus amount received in order to be able to 

claim the bonus. Rather than entering a bonus code, you click “Claim” on the email you receive from 888 



Casino after signing up. Most major payment methods are accepted by 888 Casino and once you’re a member 

there is a good range of loyalty bonuses available.  

 THE 888 CASINO BONUS – PROS AND CONS 

The 888 Casino Canada welcome bonus has its good points and its less good points, as is the case with all these 

welcome deals from online casinos and sportsbooks. You can receive up to $200 as a bonus – a very nice 

amount to be given just for joining up; however, there are strict wagering requirements to be met before you 

get your hands on it. With this offer, you must wager the bonus amount 30 times. That means that to receive a 

bonus of just $10, you’d need to first wager 30 times that, which would be $300. 

 

888 CASINO REVIEW - BONUS IN DETAIL 

TYPE OF BONUS 

A 100% first deposit 888 Casino welcome bonus 

If you’re used to the iGaming lingo then you’ll understand what this deal means straight away as it’s a fairly 

typical offer. If, however, you’re a newbie looking to get started then let’s explain how it all works. When you 

make your first deposit with 888 Casino, they want to make you as welcome as possible and encourage you to 

play a lot. The way they do this is by matching your deposit with a bonus of the same value. So if, for example, 

you decide to start conservatively and put in $10 then they’ll give you an equally conservative $10 bonus. If 

you make more of a commitment and deposit $50 you get a $50 bonus and so on, all the way up to the 

maximum bonus offered, which is $200. 

RATING: 7/10 

 

BONUS AMOUNT 

Maximum of $200  

The maximum bonus amount available with this welcome offer from 888 Casino Canada is $200. It’s a very 

good offer, really, as online casinos and sportsbooks go. It’s undoubtedly a nice round figure that puts a 

powerful image in your mind’s eye! With our considerable experience from looking at lots of these welcome 

offers, we know that sometimes you’ll be looking at something much smaller, such as a $30 free bet with a 

sportsbook. Also, you‘ll often see a 100% first deposit offer of this kind with a lower top limit – a figure closer 

to $100 than $200. What you do have to remember though is that the team who have created the deal know 

what they’re doing. They will have tailored the wagering requirements in the terms and conditions to the 

maximum bonus offered by the company. We get into that next…. 

RATING: 6/10 

 

BONUS TERMS 



The important triple eight terms & conditions 

When you enter into any promotion in today’s world, whether that’s with a major supermarket chain or an 

online casino such as 888, it’s important to pay close attention to the terms and conditions. That way you 

won’t miss out or be in for any nasty surprises – the deal isn’t always quite as it looks from the advertisements. 

Here, for example, what you might not appreciate initially is that you actually need to wager the bonus 

amount 30 times before you can claim it. (That means that a $10 bonus requires 30 times $10, which is $300.) 

It’s good to bear in mind too that you’ll have ninety days before the deal expires. Also, be aware that if you 

make your first deposit using Skrill or Neteller, you won’t be eligible for the bonus. 

Type of bonus A 100% first deposit welcome bonus 

Wagering requirements 30x bonus amount 

Excluded games No games are excluded, but different games have 
different stake contributions to your wagering 
requirements. 

Withdrawable bonus Yes 

Minimum deposit $20 on most cards and e-wallets 

Maximum deposit The maximum bonus amount on your deposit is $200.  

  

RATING: 6/10 

 

GET YOUR BONUS 

Follow these easy steps to receive your bonus 

We’ve created three simple steps for you to follow in order to get to your 888 Casino bonus. 

1. Register an account  

In the top right-hand corner of the screen, you’ll notice a yellow “Sign Up” button. Click on it to open 

the triple eight registration form. This is a case of standard form-filling: name, email, country, and 

ticking the box to show you’ve agreed to the terms and conditions. 

 

2. Make your first deposit  

This is the stage at which you make that first commitment to the company. For most cards and e-

wallets, the minimum amount you can deposit with 888 Casino is $20. The maximum amount of 

bonus with this welcome deal is $200. To get this you must deposit $200 (remember that it’s a 100% 

match). 

 

3. Fulfil the bonus terms  

It’s important to fulfil all the bonus terms to actually get the bonus. You don’t need to enter any 888 

Casino bonus codes here, just click “Claim” in your email. The main point here is to wager the bonus 

amount 30 times in order to claim the bonus. 



RATING: 6/10 

 

PAYMENT METHODS 

Important information about the payment methods offered at 888 Casino Canada 

Triple eight offers most major payment methods in order to try and provide customers with as much 

convenience as possible. There’s VISA, MasterCard, SoFort Banking, Apple Pay, Paypal, Neteller, Trustly and 

more. For this 888 Casino welcome bonus, remember that you won’t be eligible if you make your first deposit 

with Skrill or Neteller. Processing time for most payments is up to ten minutes. In contrast, the processing time 

for withdrawals is between 1 and 7 days, depending on which payment method you’re using.  Faster 

withdrawal processing is available, however, as one of the perks for the 888 Casino VIP members. 

RATING: 6/10 

 

LOYALTY BONUSES 

What 888 Casino offers you in return for your loyalty  

888 Casino Canada has a special VIP scheme for its loyal members. The structure consists of three tiers: VIP, 

VIP Gold and VIP Platinum. Each level offers customers a different package of rewards and bonus offers. 

Among other things, you get a birthday gift, faster payouts, access to high stake tables and a weekly 

appreciation reward. With Gold and Platinum, there are even more perks such as invitations to special events. 

Aside from the VIP scheme, there are various 888 promotions that you can participate in once you’ve signed 

up. These change throughout the year and are designed to keep your gaming interesting and rewarding. 

RATING: 8/10 

 

CONCLUSION 

888 is a great casino to join if you’re new to the world of online gaming. It’s a big, well-known brand with a 

huge following and it’s been going for a long time. There’s a good selection of games available (more detail on 

this below) and the website is simple to use. There is also an 888 app that you can download for all your 

mobile gaming. The welcome bonus offered is good. You get a bonus amount that’s a reflection of the amount 

of money that you put in when you make your first deposit. This means that you have a bit more control over 

everything than you would with other sorts of welcome deals. The wagering requirements here are quite 

particular but this is typical of online casinos and sportsbooks and shouldn’t be a problem as long as you are 

aware of the terms and conditions.  

 

GIVE US YOUR OWN 888 CASINO REVIEW 



If you’ve read through our 888 casino review and feel suddenly compelled to create your own then we’ve got a 

form that’s perfect just below. You can work through the six areas that we just have and give each a score out 

of 10. Start off with “Type of Bonus” and move through to the bonus amount, the bonus terms, the way the 

bonus actually works out in practice and the payouts. Finish off by rating the 888 loyalty bonuses and providing 

your details. It’s easy and convenient and really helps us. 

 

ABOUT 888 CASINO 

In the iGaming industry, it’s no understatement to say that 888 Casino is a big deal (…pun very much 

intended)! The company has been going for over twenty years now and was there from the early days of 

internet gaming. The casino offers many ways to play and a great range of titles—we’ll get into the details 

about the games in the next section—and it also treats its customers well.  

In addition to the gaming, there’s the 888 sportsbook for all your sports betting needs. As if that’s not enough, 

there’s even some commendable activity with charities – 2015 saw the International Medical Corps UK receive 

a $50,000 donation from 888. In terms of the user experience, the website is good – there’s nothing too 

complicated going on here. You’ve got a side-panel for navigation and the odd banner telling you about the 

latest deals.    

 

GAMES AVAILABLE 

There are an absolute plethora of games available at 888 Casino! If you love to spin that iconic wheel then 

there’s European Roulette, Super Stakes Roulette and 3D Roulette. If, on the other hand, you prefer poker 

games then you’ve got Jacks or Better, Deuces Wild and Aces & Faces to name but a few. For the Blackjack fans 

out there, you can choose between Multihand Blackjack, American Blackjack and Super Stakes Blackjack. Then, 

of course, there are the slots. This section has an overwhelming array of themes, Shopping Frenzy and Big Bad 

Wolf being new additions to the range.  

 

GAMING LICENSES 

888sport services are operated and managed by Cassava Enterprises Limited, a company licensed and 

regulated by the Licensing Authority of Gibraltar pursuant to the Gambling Act of Gibraltar. 

License numbers: 

Betting – RGL No.39  

Gaming – RGL No. 022  

 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

888sport offer email support to customers so you can inquire about anything from the terms to the 888 Casino 

bonus codes. 



COMPANY ADDRESS: 

888 Holdings plc (Cassava Enterprises (Gibraltar)) Limited, 
Suites 601 and 701, 
Europort, 
Gibraltar 
 

EMAIL ADDRESS:  

No email address is provided on the website, but you can use the “contact us” option on the website to 

contact 888 Casino by email. 

PHONE NUMBER:  

(Toll number) +44 203 876 8708 

 

FAQS – ABOUT IGAMING AND 888 CASINO 

WHERE CAN I FIND THE BEST BONUS OFFERS? 

Here at bonus.net, we make it our business to keep you informed of all that’s going on in the online casino 

world. That includes telling you about the best bonus offers on the market. So the short answer is that you can 

find them here, with us. Alternatively, you could regularly visit the websites yourself, but that soon becomes 

tiresome and you probably don’t have the time anyway. The other good thing about using bonus.net is that we 

get behind the bonus offers and review the whole package so you know what you’re getting into, whether it’s 

with 888 Casino or any of its competitors. 

HOW DO I MAKE SURE I ’LL GET MORE BONUSES  AFTER REGISTERING? 

It’s definitely a good idea to keep on hunting for those bargains and looking for bonuses once you’ve 

registered because there are lots on offer. You can sign up with most online casinos and sportsbooks to receive 

information about promotions via email. If you’d rather not clog up your inbox with promotions, however, 

then you might prefer to just visit the 888 Casino website on a regular basis and look in the “Promotions” 

section. This will tell you all you need to know and provide you with the 888 casino bonus codes you need. 

There’s also the social media option if you’d prefer to do it that way: 888 Casino is on Twitter and tweets 

about the latest 888 news and deals. 

WHY DOES THE CASINO GIVE AWAY BONUS MONEY? 

888Casino has been going for over 20 years now and knows how to attract new customers. The point of giving 

away bonus money is that it draws the crowds. It might not seem logical for a business to give away money to 

make money, but it’s not a scam. This is a tried and tested method. The reason it works is that when you’re 

given a warm welcome and treated well you’re likely to become a long-term player and give the casino return 

business. Also, there are customers who sign up but then don’t claim their bonus anyway, either because they 

don’t play enough to meet all the wagering requirements, or because they get distracted and don’t fulfil the 

terms in time. 



CAN I PLAY AT THE CASINO ONLINE ON MY SMARTPHONE? 

Yes, playing at the online casino on your smartphone is definitely possible; indeed it’s very common to play 

this way now. It’s really very easy too – if you download the 888 Casino app then you’ll have access to loads of 

the card games and a wide range of slots. In fact, you can even play some live games on the app too! Available 

games on the app right now include Rise of the Pharaohs, Irish Riches, Nightmare on Elm Street and Once Upon 

A Dime. This is a great way to play casually when you’re at home. It also comes in handy for those boring 

commutes and work meetings! 

 

OTHER PROMOTIONS 

In addition to the main welcome bonus, 888 Casino offers a Premium Welcome Package. This allows you to get 

up to a $1,500 bonus in your first week, with your first five deposits. Alternatively, there’s a bonus that allows 

you to start playing with $88 free and requires no deposit. 

 


